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An image of the Inflation Reduction Act after it was  s igned into law, effectively combatting the climate cris is  and reducing the deficit. Image credit:
The White House
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President Joseph Biden signed the Inflation Act, a $750 billion healthcare, tax and climate bill, into law on Aug. 17.

The new bill is  considered a victory for both the Biden administration and the Democratic Party ahead of the
midterm elections and is the largest climate investment in American history. The legislation also aims to reduce the
national deficit by enforcing a 15 percent minimum tax on large corporations and one percent tax on stock
buybacks.

"Making progress in this country, as big and complicated as ours, clearly, is  not easy," said President Biden, in a
statement. "It's  never been easy, but with unwavering conviction, commitment and patience, progress does come."

Minimum taxes for mega-companies
Large corporations can expect to pay the 15 percent U.S. minimum corporate tax on their domestic profits after Dec.
31, 2022.

Critics claim the minimum corporate tax will have negative ramifications on everyone, including consumers, as
they suggest the law will force companies to raise prices and trim wages to compensate for steeper taxes.
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A post shared by The White House (@whitehouse)

An image of a tweet from The White House on corporate tax evasion

The minimum tax will exclusively apply to companies with at least $1 billion in profits. In the luxury space, U.S.-
based companies like Este Lauder and PVH Corp, which owns brands like Tommy Hilfiger and Calvin Klein, could
expect to face higher tax costs in the coming year.

Some business sectors are projected to pay higher taxes than others, with the energy, utilities and real estate sectors
being estimated to face the highest tax bills. While luxury companies do often exceed $1 billion in profits, they are
also typically located in European countries like Italy and Paris, where this domestic tax adjustment is inapplicable.

As the Biden administration calls for increased corporate taxes to erode at the nation's deficit, Britain's plan for
economic revival includes tax cuts. The British luxury industry is calling for tax-free shopping to boost travel (see
story) because more than a third of the country's tourism value is attributed to luxury travel.
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